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8. A (very) short intro to Java 

Important features: 
 Object-oriented 
 Compiles into byte code for the java virtual 

machine 
runs nearly everywhere 
     allows for graphical user interfaces and 
         event handling in language 

 Very good for re-use of program parts 
(classes) 

 Good exception handling 
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Important features (cont.) 

 Rather high level; takes care of 
  Memory management 
  Polymorphism 
  Dynamic loading 

 Code documentation via javadoc 
  Parallel processing via threads 
works potentially well for multi-core proc. 

  internationalization 
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Object-oriented programming – basic ideas 
  World consists of objects that can perform tasks that 

are asked for by other objects, this includes creation, 
modification, and termination of objects.

  Usually, objects have certain common structures and 
classes allow to bring similar objects together.

  Classes also have things in common, so that 
hierarchies of classes and inheritance are needed.

  Hierarchies require dynamic assignment of 
appropriate level in it to object and its methods.
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Object-oriented programming – basic ideas 
(cont.) 
  Programs define classes, their connections and 

methods
  Objects are created when a program is started
  Examples: Smalltalk, (C++), Java
  Currently most widely used paradigm
  A lot of languages belonging to other paradigms 

have been enhanced to include object-oriented 
programming features
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8.1 Representing data 

 The usual primitive data types 
 Complex data types: 
  Classes 

  Sub/super classes 
  Interfaces 
  Abstract classes 

  Arrays 
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Classes: Example 
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�
�
public class Circle { 

 public double x,y; 
 public double r; 

 
 public double circumference() { method body } 
 public double area() { method body } 
 } 

Defines data, using�
already defined data
structures

Class name

Methods associated
with class

Visibility
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8.2 Control structures 
  Blocks (via {}) 
  branching 

  If statement 
  If-else statement 
  Switch statement 

  loops 
  For statement 
  While statement 
  Do-while statement 
  recursion 
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Control structures (cont.) 
  Breaking out of loops 

  break 
  Labeled break 
  continue 
  By throwing exception 
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8.3 Manipulating data 

 Many build-in operators for primitive data 
types 

  For classes/objects: 
  Build-in: 

  new 
  class-name.field-name 
  this refers to object itself  

  User defined 
  In general, variables (with associated types/

classes) are used to keep handle on objects 
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8.4 Structuring programs 
  A Java program is usually defined in several files
  A single file contains one public class and 

possibly other classes that help providing the 
"internal workings" of the public class

  The location of the files on the computer and the 
names used for files and directories are reflected 
by the names used for public classes in the files 
and vice versa

  Classes can be combined to form packages and 
this has some influence on the visibility of names

  One of the public classes must contain a method 
named main 
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8.5 Error handling 

  All Java exceptions are objects of subclasses of 
the class Throwable.�
 Extension of the language

  Two of these subclasses are Error and Exception
  Error and its subclasses are related to errors 

thrown by the Java Virtual Machine and should 
never be handled by a user program

  Exception has yet another two subclasses, 
RuntimeException and IOException 
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Error handling (cont.) 
  IOException is thrown, when an error occurred in an input 

or output operation, as defined in package java.io
  Java expects user programs to handle IOExceptions on 

their own
  RuntimeException is thrown by the Java Virtual Machine 

and it is up to the programmer if he/she wants to handle 
such an exception on his/her own or not

  See java.lang.Exception for all the exceptions that are already 
known to Java

  Users can define their own exceptions by adding 
subclasses to the mentioned package�
(naturally, these own exceptions should be handled by 
the program!) 

  Java handles exceptions by using the try/catch/finally 
statement 
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8.6 Input/Output handling 
  IO-handling in Java is performed using the 

package java.io
 Among others, this package contains 

classes InputStream and OutputStream and File
  Streams can be files, but also pipes and 

other data streams
  File allows to get data about directories and 

files in them
 Most streams have read, resp. write methods 

and close methods; some have flush and 
reset methods
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8.7 Sources 
David Flanagan 
Java in a Nutshell, 5nd Edition 
O’Reilly, 2005. 
(example taken from this) 
 
Jörg Denzinger 
Slides for CPSC 449 (Fall 2013) 
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